
 Top 5 Reasons to join the KPS family

1. SIZE MATTERS! It's true.... most skin care is made of molecules that are simply too 
large to penetrate the skin cells. However, when you combine the nerdy knowledge of a 
former rocket scientist, and a practicing oncology aesthetician, the results are 
extraordinary! With words like picometer - our skin care actually nourishes the skin 
from the outside in. 

2. NOT EVERYTHING GETS BETTER WITH AGE! With the exception of wine and
cheese, aging is NOT always FUN! Move over Botox, our DermaNū Technology® is the
new kid on the block! With a cutting-edge approach to anti-aging, our
technology restores volume, reminds your skin how to built it's own collagen, and adds
more moisture than a rainy day! The results are undeniable!

3. A MIRACLE IN A JAR! Not everyone is blessed with beautiful skin. Scarring, eczema,
psoriasis, milia, and acne sometimes make it hard to love the skin you're in. KPS
Essentials gives the body what it needs to be the miracle it is. Skin challenges are
disappearing and are no longer life-defining challenges. Isn't that remarkable?

4. IF TIMES GETS TOUGH, YOU CAN EAT IT! That's right! KPS Essentials is made
from only the finest food-grade organic ingredients. With an uncompromising
commitment to quality, KPS is endorsed by the OTI (Oncology Training International)
as completely safe for those receiving oncology treatments. With street cred like that, no
need to worry about additives, toxic chemicals or ingredients that aren't anything but
HEALTHY.... for the body and skin! 

5. HOW CAN YOU NOT FALL IN LOVE WITH A COMPANY THAT GIVES MORE
THAN IT TAKES? Founded on the philosophy that giving back is just simply good for
the soul, KPS has joined forces with Hello Gorgeous!, a non-profit organization that
helps to restore the beauty that cancer steals. Check it out at www.hellogorgeous.org to
become a partner, too. How's that for good karma?


